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lag $700. The five burned
will be a loss of $5,000, and only
coal ca"
the approach to the chute was saved,
which will be worthless as no chute
will be rebuilt on this site. The damage to the main line track ter 200
feet will amount to several hundred
dollars, and the most conservative
Loss of 825,000 to Railroad estimate of the-total loss is $25,000. Plan of School Board to
Erect
Temporary Relief.
ee-eie
Association of Engineers Cre
Company Last Night
New
Buildin
g
Coal has been ordered rushed here
,r1+69
)*:4"r
"
.
"49
*•.,..,
ates New Office
for the road, and a locomotive crane
nas been dispatched here to be used
Fire lkiipartment Becomes. Mired But in coaling the engines.
As soon as Superintendent and Principal Must
Chief Wood Succeeds in Getpossible anew chute wilt be built.
Stand Cut to Meet Extra ExWill Resign From Bettie Osten to
ting Steamer There.
The New Chute.
pense Next Year
Assume Duties in District Emeesea
"We have had plans drawn for a
bracing All Rivers.
new ehute over a year," an official
eSs
PLANS FOR THE NEW CHUTE stated this morning. "It will not be OTHERS TO
It
GET INCREASES.
like the, old one which had 20 or
EXCELLENT MAN FOR PLAtillfa
more bins holding various amounts
of coal. It will be one big bin of
Fire originating from a defective probably 500 tons capacity. It is to
Finanetat operations of the board
flue destroyed the Iilinois Central be !need each day to its capacity and of education to secure ,funds to build
Paducah's importance as a river
•
coal chute in the soutn yards last engines may take in a few moments a new school building on the north
point was never more strikingly recnight between 7:30 and 12 o'clock. as much coal as desired, even to the side will include reductions in the
ognized and illustrated than with the
entailing a loss of between $20,000 fraction of a pound. The new chute salaries of the superintendent and
erection by the National Marine Enand $30,000 cov:esed
by the rail- will cost more than the old. Because principal of the high school. The
-se"";"-"i• / •
gineers association of J. B. Flasch,
road's own insurance. The fire com- of the installation of the big 850 failure to get the amount desired
engineer of the ferryboat Bettie
panies responded to a general alarm class freighters, the chute which from tobe city will force the board of
Owen, to the position of business
but cousel not get within a quarter of burned has not been satisfactory. It education to curtail expenses in some
manager of the association.
a mile of the fire on account of was too low to coal them properly, way in order to save up the amount
In addition to the honor of being
swamps and railroaa tracks. The and even had the chute not burned. neeessay to build the new building,
elected business manager of the naconflagration threw up a steady lignt we would doubtless have NOR a new or to borrow the money.
tional association, Captain Flasch
According to the idea of some of
for hours and attracted thousands one. The:location of the new chute
was elected vice president; William
to the scene. W:ires were broken and will be in the shop yards tufa north the members- of the board at present,
F. Yates, of New York, was elected
telegraphic communication suspend- of'Tenness•se street, between the de- both plane witi, be used jointly to
president; William J. Brady, of Saned south of Paducah dor hours, line- pot and the south yard leads. I es. secure the necessary funds. Red.ucFrancisco, first vice president, George
men being unable to string the wires pect authority to commence the work ng the salaries of the superintendent,
A. Grubb, of Ohicagoe secretary; Alon account of the intense heat, and at once. Supervisor W. C. W'aggener, and of the principal of the High
bert L. Jones, of Detroit, treasurer.
,eeeiree
the burning down of telegraph poles. who has charge of the construction school was suggested by President
The salary of the business manager
t4
Tho main line track for more than of buildings and bridges, is here to Lae as one of the means the hoard
which is a new office created this
200 feet was ruined by the intense make estimates and preliminary sur- may employ to make funds available
year, will be between $1,200 and $1,for the new building. At present the
veys."
heat.
9.00 a year. Captain Flasch has been
salary of the SOU perintendest is $2,engineer on the !steamer Bettie Owen
The fire was discovered shortly afpew a year and that of the principal
ODESSA'S TERROR.
for 15 years and has always been a
ter the night gtort went on. Coal
Odessa, Russia, Feb. 4.—
of the High tweioof 41,400 a year.
prominent member of the local mashovelers had hung their coats in
The board desires to get the buildFresh terror prevails. The city is
rine engineers' association. The lothe little office in the center of the
ing fleeted by the opening of school
in a panic. Street fighting is atcal association ihas a membership of
chute. A fire was kept in the stove
next September. As the contract
tended by many casualties, the
10.0, the largest single association
and it is presumed the braze origiwith Superintendent I,Ieb does not
victims for the most part being
represented in the national convennated from this. At 7:30 o'clock one
expire until next September, no rsJews. Hundreds have fled the
tion.
of the negroes went back for his
duction in his salary can he made
city in terror.
pipe. He opened the door of the litCaptain Flasch's duties will take
before that time, nor can one be made
up all his time and, he will resign
tle %min and smothered flames leapIn Principal Payne's salary during
from his present position as soon as
ed out. into his fare. He gave an
this school year. Hence no saving
his commission arrives
alarm and instantly tne entire force
The terrican be effected in that way until aftory embraced in the business manwas summoned to light back the
ter the building is completed, and
ager's district includes all southern
flames but too great a headway had
out of the salary of the new superinand western rivers and extends from
been made.
tendent.
Detroit to New Orleat3 and from
Switch engine, No. 199, EnginePretident List did not state the
Pittsburg to New Orleans. He is in
man Morrison and Fireman Hanamount of the reduction, but mid It
no sense a "walking delegate." Keepcock, responded to the alarm and
Witness for State. Who Held is -the plan to reduce the superintendset*
ing
up the membership of the assowith the fire fighting apparatus proent's salary and the principal's salcfaiitnr - alid—frlifffoefIng the different
White's Murderer. Relates ary (An
vided on the engine stteect a big furthe other band, the salaries
associations in the degree inerk wilt
niture car loaded with general merof the principals of the different
Inciden
to
t
Court
Begin
at
be his principal duties.
All differchandise. The carebaa caught tire
grammar school buildings will be inences
between the engineers and the
and after playing a stream of'water
ning of Trial Today
JENATOR JOHN F. DRYDEN OF NEW JERSEY AND
creased. He does not think they are
steamers are settled by an advisory,
HIS FIGHT AR RE-ELECTION.
on It, the engine palled it with othpaid enough at present.
John F, Dryden. United States Senator from New Jersey:
board.
whose
fight
ers out of danger. Heroically the enfor reelection has attracted ...vide attention. is he fotintler ane presideat of the Prudential'
ft is expected to spend about $12,-,
lueurance Cotopany of America and Is interestea
The delegates to tne National conginemen worked clearing the tracks
la
other
gr,
•;;
many
enterpriere I-le is a Dative of Atatite 1111 !s In Itle eirtr-witrIt
RIG CASK- IS ON IN EARNEST. 000 on the dew budding, which will
tn 'osr.
vention in Washington were received
of cars, and within twenty minutes
be located
Faxcin's addition Ii
•
by President Roosevelt at the white
had all rolling stock out of harm's
Rowlandbown. The sohool lot faces
Trenton, N.3.. Feb. 4.—Present seems to be no sign of a break so
Senator III at Capital.
house, who told them he hoped one
way.
on Thirteenth street and runs back to
indicitione are ,that, United States long as Me. Dryden remains the cauWaahington, Feb. 4. —Sen ator Dry- of his own sons would take up meNew York, Feb. 4.—When the
A general alarm from
Twelfth street. The plans new are to
box 54
cus candidate.
den is conflised to his house in this chanical engineering as a profession.
Thaw case opened this morning the
brought No. 1, 2 and 4, companies
put the roof on the building, but to Senator John F. Dryden is out of the
The withdrawal of Senator Dry- city through indisposition caused by
jury as completed Friday was allotted
The National Marine
Engineers'
rare
to the scene. The rempanies No. 1
for
re-electio
n and his place in den's name
leave the upstairs rooms unfinished
is sure to be made this the strain of the hard campaign tie association now has a membersh
to stand. At 10:40 o'clock Assistant
ip of
and 2 went out° Tennessee street to
and to use the downstairs rooms. the reatianal congress wile be taken evening at the conference
witlich the has conducted in the senatorial fight. 1,104) and It is expected to increase
the old fair grounds, and within a Dietrict Attorney Car Gavan began These will be sufficient for a year or be Frank 0. Briggs, of this city, state
Republican legislators will hoed a* Although his family physician is this by 900 in the
the opening -statement for the state.
next year. The
quarter Of a Mlle of the fire, but
so. The other rooms upstairs can be treasurer, and afino chaiirman of the the statehous
e to give the senator an here in eesponee to a summons. It salary of the president of
Gsvan's addrese ,was brief. He de'
the aseocould get no further. Company No. 4
finehed off as needed.
Republican state committee.
opportunity to explain his Position in was announced today that Senator ciation was raised
tied the circumstances of the murfrom $2,401) to $3e
went through Littlevilie and got mirThe per capita from. the state to
The plan is for Senator Dryden to regard to the trusts and other issues Dryden was
not seriously sick and &DO a year.
der, and concluding, said:: "The mured In the swamp. Harry Rudolph and
the school fund is $3.2.5. On the pres- withdraw becauee el' the
opposition to against which question
has boil, that preparations are being made for
der was crud, criminal, atrocious,
Frei Menzler, of No. 3, and "Rabenrollment the fund from the state him in the -legislature. which
has raised by /he anti-Dryden forces, or his early departure for some resort
and the
.state will prove th.ese twee"
bit" Hamilton, of companY No. I.
this year will amount to $17.5.0.0. (-wised a deadlock during the pant the bolters from
the recent party where he will he able to obtain cornDistieet
Attorney
Jerome.
asked
got mired In the mud while trying
The city assessment for the school three weeks, and In
witch itiore caucus.
pla .•
rest,
that witnesses for both sides leave
to week through tne swamp, but esfund will give the board 533,0.00,
the room. Mrs. Thaw grasped her
caped after a thorough soaking sin
President List expressed regret at
huebe.nds hand as she left and tears
ice cold water. The No. 4 truck got
the Intended resignation of Trustee
trickled down her c!.ttek.
in to the hub.
U. S. Walston. lie teed that While
The first witness was Lewreince Mr. Weieton was
on the wrong side
Otlicials on the Scene.
White, son of tbe murdered man. His of the late controversy,
in his opinTrainmaster L. E. McCabe, Master
La Center, KY., Feb. 4.—(Specia.1.);
testimony had little bearing on the ion, tie blievee him
to have beeen
Mechanic R. J. Turnbull, Traveling
—While the family of W. A. Hanease.
He Was not cross-examined. sincere tn his attitude, and
Engineer Er' F. Feeney, Yardmaster
that the
cork, reeding one mile west of thief
'APS COMING.
Robert Paxton engineer of the Medi- hoard
will ,Pos a capable member. Mayfield Boardin
Sullivan and other officials were
city, was attending churn% last night
g Rouse VisHonolulu, Feb. 4—The'Meade,
eon Square garden, was next called. President List said
Trustee Karnes
soon on the scene. By 8 o'clock the
5:311 o'clock, their residence
He hoard the shot, and turning, saw well serve out his term
ited by Devouring Flames Importing of Japanese into the Postponed Action Will be Tak abeut
entire bin part of the chute was a
burned
to tbe ground with all
Hawaiian
islands
continues.
Thaw fire two more /shoes at White,
matte of seething • flames. All wires!
en Up by Lower Board at their household goods. The home,
Sunday Night. Loss is Esti Nearly 2,5o0 arrived the fire
both of wbriee took effect. He heed
had been carried down by the crash'
RETT1E OWEN MUIATICH 111100
frame, beiongttrg to W. It
two weeks of January. The he
Thaw whlee officers were being sumRegular Semimonthly Ses two-story
mated at $10.000
and incoming' freight trains were
FOlt STRIKING "JOHNROAT."
Berts. WILK insured, hie the furniture,
flux of the last two %%vette is
moned. Thew wild: "I shot him- beJudgment for $100 was awarded
stopped pouts of the furnace of
which is valued at $5.00, was not
sion Tonight
-L-greater on account of the straincause lie ruined my wife"
burning coil and pine piling. unable
by the Illinois counts to Charles Hercured There was a fire in
ed relations between the (anted
The state called Manager Cohen.of
the
to pass for the heat and bury twistrington. of Brookport, the tx-ctipant
kitchen stove, and a defective flue et
Si WAS TO VISIT SISTER.
States and Jepan. The increased
Madison Square garden, several emof a "Johnbosit." who was run down
ed track, buckled into a shapeless
imtnigration of Japanese eaueee
ployes, the policeman wno made the by
PROTEST); EXPECTED. supposed to have caused the fire
mass by the heat.
the ferryboat .Bettie Owen neat
alarm.
arrest, and the phsysician..who made
'Brook port. lee sued for $2,000-.
A force of section men, _sent on
the post mortem, all of wnom testiMayfield-, -Hy., Feb:
t
The approach of the chute, unbolted
fied to the killing. •
ATLANTIC STORM.
—F'orgott
en ny tne other members of
tracks and cut timbers in two to
K. of P. Hall Moved.
Saloon licenses wi:1 occupy the
Norfolk, Feb.
.--..- Blizzard
save the approach from being pulled
The Knights oferythias have mov- !he household in the excitement atattention of the lower board of the
weather is sweeping the •Atlantic
down, when the heavy trucks of the
ed their lodge rooms from tne Camp- tending a fire at C. F). Parker's
general council at the meeting tocoast with great suffering.
five coal cars caueht on top of the
bell building on Broadway to the
night and 110 applications will be
hOirding house on- Dreedwey hat
ping tit sea is In great dingoes.
chute Lell with debris of the frame;
Yeiser building at Fifth street ane
acted op. At the first session after
Hampton Roads Is filled with
work.
Broadway. Degree work will be the night, James Doyle. a stranger, was
the Organization of the new general
Tokio. Feb. 4.—Statement of elite
principal feature of tonight's meet; burned to death, and Ids laxly was • storm bound ve1444,1s. .in unFire Chief Wood sent the steamer
council the lower board acted on
from No. 2 station to Tennessee l
ing
Nebel in the. riiintini the balling' known vessel was arti-en ashore
most of the applications, postpon- dials here discredit alarming stories
Imlay on the Marvand coast.
Street where it was laded onto a
ing consideration of a few until la- from Washington and London teat a
shortly after midnight. Doyle was on
The
fate
Ad
Rat car and taken to the scene. The
the
crew
is
an.
ter.
Then it was discovered that the conflict between Japan anti the Unitlie way to visit his taster who lives
Carroll Levan Tnfant.
The schedule of Ernest Rehkopre
known.
Intake hose waa run Into a slough assets
license ordinance comprehended on- ed States i threatened. Viscount
The 14-months-old infant of Car- ti the county. It is not known how
and liabilities, was filed this
and water played on the burning ap- Morning
ly annual licensee, while the appli- Masashi. foreign minister, says JaIn Referee E. W. flagby's roll Levan, of Tyler, died yesterday .be house caught on fire. The loss
pan has not the aligbteet Idea of goproach end Into the hot bed to save
cations were for six months.
GAIN NI.AHKET.
court by Attorneys Crice & Ross. It afternoon of complications, and will is about $10,000, covered by MaurToe
ing to war with the United States.
tracks and what portion of the chats shows
council
then
buried
he
amended
Cincinnati, Feb. 4.this afternoon at Jones' mice.
the license orassets as follows: Debts ad- Whest,
remained intact. A wind from the mitted
dinance and the applications are be77 I-2: corn. 47; mt.,. 12.
primarily to which he has no cemetery in the county.
_1_)
State Fire Marshal Ayres has been
north
saved
tee
ing made anew. The aldermen *III CAUGHT BY A P17141•EV
approach
as defense $10,390: debts admitted
railed from Lottlevele to investiga.c
the wind blew the fire away from it. secondari
take up the license
.4 NI) SEVERELY INJURED.
matter next
ly as surety endorsed to
he tire, Albert Brown, who jumped •••••wwww%••••••••••"`".""
The steamer from the fire depart. American
Thursday 'night. It is expected that a
-German
National
from a window, is badly hurt. Inbank.
.11111311BEHR
Meat assisting saved.probably $5,. $411.466:
idelegatioa will be 1i-resist to protest
There le only one kind of
'notes exeeuted by B. M.
W. N Sammons, of 130 Ciatnenta
rendierlsm Is Indicated
000 worth of approach tiler".
against the approval of certain ape street, was caught
Philipy endorsed by.Rehkopf placed
newspaper circulation statement
by a pulley on a
W'FleTHF,R,—Snow tonight and
The 'Retimated Lam.
pi leaf ions.
by -the Baddlere company. $15.554:'
that Is worth any consideration
trash 11(45 _at the Margenthaiter-HorFAVI)11.4 30 14)1.ICE.
warlimit--rue- ifinry- aralred
-AWisii
-iiiih
-FitTin—rt
,
.
"It is'reported that Judge !teed
mer tonight. The highest t
years ago. There were five baled and other
I'VE INCHES OF SNOW
statement. The Sun Is the
Maitre; of creditor, not listafter 12 oesiock, ?let was exteicat.
only
isms,
bedew-fed
Cloy
Solirimr
ix-galore
yesterday, 27, !owes
coal cars on top which burned. The ed, $5.000;
COVERS HOPKINSIVILLE ed. Hie cheat was
Peduceh paper feinting such a
total liabilities $75,440.
compressed. but
rumphell ii, draw
Judgment
today 20.
bins Were pretty well Oiled, anirlt Is
Muses? Rest restate $98,100 with
statement.
no serious restille will be exparlene
ateitainIn
ed
the
(barter
g
amendtot/mated that fully 500 tons of Mal $18,500
Ifopkinevilie, Ky., Feb. 1.— Fite unless 111114011
perinnel property: tot al
111.14/11r1lle were retwirad.
ment Incr./if-Mg die pollee force
burned, the 105s from e. I alone he- 5111,60(1.
'm he. of snow fall sere since rag- No bones
wor• artilon. Dr MI"
to :10 Is
ne
lay afternoon.
-Sears attended AIM. •
eeeeeteleeeeee'eireeee'eteew.eeeeeirseeeese

I. C. COAL CHUTE
BURNS TO GROUND

•

nn,

REDUCE SALARIES It Is Believed That Dryden Will Withdraw From the
Race for United States Senatorship in New
OF TWO OFFICERS

FLASCH ELECTED
Jersey
u"PMARINE MANAGER

"RUINED MY WIFE"
SAID HARRY THAW

•
•
4 •

Forgotten by Other Inmates of the
SALOON
Building James Doyle is Burned Up

LICENSES
BEFORE COUNCIL

4
4

HOME DESTROYED
NEAR LA CENTER

vler

HAS NO THOUGHT
OF GOING TO WAR

REHKOPF'S ASSETS
EXCEED HIS DEBTS

dir

•-

l

P.1GE TWO.

rum PAIJfCAll EVENM4 151/1t

NIONDAV, FEBRUARY 4
•111111=1411M

IC

BACKACHE AND
DESPONDENCY

ileciaree

Are both sp:s
itoms of organic derattgeasent,
nature's warning to
wornea of a trouble which will sooner or later decilitre itself.
How often tio we beer women say.
"It seems as though my back would
breaks" Yet they euntinue to drag
and suffer with aches in the
of the back, pain low down in
the side, dragging sensations, nervousness mei no ambition.
They do not realize that the back
is the main-speting of woman's organ.
ism and quickly mdiestes by aching
tvll SS LENA NAGE L
a diseased condition of the feminine orgasm or kidneys, and that aches
and pains will continue until the cause is removed.

Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
made from native roots anti herbs has been tor many years the moat
successful remedy in such cases. No other medicine has such a reeerit
of cures of feminine ills.
Mies Lena Nagel, of U7 Morgan St.. Buffalo, N. Y., writes:— "I w
completely worn out and on the verge of nervous prostration.
My bac
ached all the time. 1 had dreadful period's of pain, WINN subject to fi
of crying and extreme nervousness, and was always weak and tineda
Lydia E. Pinkhatters Vegetable Compound completely cured me." cl.
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Comppund cures Female
Gotoplainasol
such as Backache. Falling and Displacethents, and all Orga.nte
Diseases.
Dissolves and expels Tumors at an early stage. It strengthens an
tones the Stereach. Cures Headache and Indigestion and invigora
the waole feminine system.

Mrs, Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women

Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs. Pinkhara, Lynn, Mass.. Iler advice is free.

Cbelientuckv

'

A 114061UNENT :kaWCATOR

Heine' This is unmistakably one qf
the grottiest laughing kits of the !maVinoi k the Best Cod Liver son and it has drawn a successi
on of
Preparation,
vete large audienees.

4

There has been a geed deal of digPercy . Mackeye's version in blank
etiesion In Paducah regarding the verse
of the story of "Joan of Arc" is
merits of cod aver oil preparatious.
tee second offering of the Southernand eht.rther or not cod liver oil. end Marlowe season
at the Lyric theater.
emulsions that upset tbe sternackhave
It is a brilliant presentment in the
any medicinal virtue, therefore, the matter of
stage aceoutrememe, and
following letter from M. A Cassidy,
"The Social Whirl"
the tuues are sonorously and ender"The Social Whirl," a musical coin superintendent of sehools, Lexington, standingly delivered by
Mr. Southern
eta- in two acts, by Charles Doty and KY, will be read with interest:
and Miss Marlowe. Much of the Ian"I am pleased to state that after gliage
Joseph Herbert, who a rote the book
is poetically brilliant, but the
vise used and tested the alffereut play
and lyrics, and duster Kerker, Who
in other hands might prove dull
protected
.the music, is to be sepu at cod liver oil preparations on the and stupid, aside frozia
its literary
The Kentucky cheater tomorrow night market, I find Viuol• to be tar super- graee. There are great audience
s in
Charles Moss, Adelaide Sane" Ada ior to them all',
the Lyric to witness the gothern-Mar-Name
built up my
Lessee Frederick Bond, Atelier Fairsystem, lowe representations, as indeed there
strengthened my nerves and made a must
man Dyett, Ireee Hobsoe,
be if the enormous expenditures
Curtis, klazalieth
Brice, Mart E. new man of the, and I heartily en- of the mae,ageguent are to be repaid
Betsey, Belie Ouelette, Charles lista dorse it as the most efficacious and with a reasoutible profit.
The contract
ton and a Casino chorus of any. The agreeable cod liver oil preparation on under whica Mr. Sothern
and Miss
piece was staged be „Le W. eurnetapla, the market."
-Marlowe are playing at this time is
Our luenal druggist, We- B. MoPher- one' of the
general stage manager for the Stumost remarkable doeu
Lefts, and is ela.beretele
equipped son, when asked his opinion in re- meets ever diewn in favor of a stage
with all the stage parapbernalia gerd to Vinol, replied: "We have attraction—Indee almost
d,
unbelievecaosery -foe a handsome productiion. never sold anything in our store bet- able to anyone not actualiy knowing
The chorea is described as a :strictly ter than Vinol to vete strength, that its terms are wholly correct
as
metropolitan aggregation of the Sure stomach
troubles,
chroo ic expressed..
preteest girle and moist graceful teen (-ought', seeds, bronchitis and incipient
obtainable." In "The Social Weill" consumption. o r to make grpwing
Pretty end petite Paula Edwaveee,
there is a peat, an actual plot that children robust and give strength and who was pitchforked ines the Casino
Miele together to the end of the vigor to the aged
to till a gap occasioned by Shubert
piece'and is full of life and tun of
"Ii Is for this reason that we offer failures,. bee doee surprisingly well
ehtlairiouis order." The construction to return money in every case Where with bar tuneful and cheery musical
of the piece permies the sketches, it fails." ,
comedy, "The Princess Beggar."
NOTE—While we are sole agents
keeping interest sustained, to the
rhigherat pitch through both acts. Dur- for Vino' In Ittutuoah, it isy now for
Margaret Anglin is growing fat
ing the action of the entertainment sale at the leading drug store in Sad, but true. Nevertheless Mist; Anthere are fifteen musical numbers, all nearly.. every town and city in the glin is a mightily convincing figure
of them bright, catchy and set to so country. Look for the Vino' agency in the notable success of "The Great
iu your town.
perior lyrics.
Divide" at the Princess theater.
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Tueeday night—eThe Social Whirl"
,'ids night Heuer E. Dixie in ..
. "The Man Oa the

wiL DOUGLAS
fr $3.50
urE

YOU etnirT
NEED TO PAT
HIGH PRICES
FOR .'HOES
ANY LONGER.

SHOES
FOR MEN

W. L. Douglas $3.50
shoes have a world-wide
reputation. For over 29.
years they have been sold
In every country on the
globe, and have continually
proven their excellent style,
easy fitting and superior wearing
qualities.
Mu lIons of people
W
. L.
have come to know
Douglas
by actual experience
*3.50
that they represent
shoes
ape wopn
greater Intrinsic
by all
value than any
classes
other shoe on
of
the market. W. L.
Men
Douglas guarantees
their value by stamping his name and the
price on the bottom.
St
The purchaser of W.L.
Douglas $3.50 shoes
knows In advance that soch shoes are exactly as
represented. They are made of the best selected
materials by contented and well paid workmen,
who take pride in their work and are glad to '
make the shoes Just as good as they know
Fast Color
how to make them.
E yelins it di
In addition to the infinite care which attends
not turn
every detail of the making, there is a system
brassy.
of inspection which makes it impossible for
Imperfect shoes to get out of the factory. If
you really want the very best shoes obtainable— select W. L. Douglas $3.50 shoes the

Earth's Interior teen.
Frequent earthquakes of late have
next time you buy.
enormously increased scientific curiBOTH PlIONF,8 545.
osity- about the earth's interior. On
SOLD BY
this subject Sir Oliver Lodge observes in Nature that "it has long
been suspected that the earth is an
iron planet, and now, through the
SAM S. AND LEE SHUBERT
work of Strutt and others, the eve
INCOP PORAT KO
ample opportunity for the expression
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might have been excused for eftneld- general council has a duty to pererfng tne utter emptiness of public form in prohibiting it.
life. She saw a patriotic duty thrust
upon her and performed it nobly.
Discovery that five boys under
he had no ambition that celled her years of age are responsible for lea
Into the world. She felt the sway of seeps of burglaries In
Paducah has
empire in her own home. She knew ranged a shock to the community
the that of power. .tha et*of keen that should awaken citizens
to the
Ingratitude, the fickleness of human necessity of doing something
to curb
?Attire. She read the history of a the tendencies of the juvenile
crimituition in one little life, and isalt nals. Punishment by prison
terms
-46.4inaLliag-gausisaiiiws.,00.1641004944•-ealy_aerre-to zeerisevilittgrallisitea Aimee., being, and when he grew tendencies. !lathe enforcemen
t of
to merle:tote she keeled him
and the curfew ordinance Is good, but fublessed him and sent him out to vote tile when spasmodically applied.
I

This Will Be the Gal4 Week at
frig a:7P
Ped 1
OUTfI11IRS
MEN AND BOY S 3•PAivo BROADWAY
PADUCAH ,
Established 1868

Special Sales Every Day From 9
to 10 a. m. and from 3 to 4 p. m.
For One Hour Only
the people of Paducah have conTHAT
fidence in Wallerstein's sales was
clearly demonstrated at the sale of 50c,
75c and $1.00 Neckwear this morning
for 19c.
Numbers of eager buyers crowded
the store before the sale hour and exceptional values were promptly recognized..
At 10 o'clock sharp the sale was closed,
as advertised, and, with reluctance, we
were compelled to refuse any further sales
after that hour.

Specialsfor Tuesday
VESTS
Choice of our 'entire
btock of Waistcoats—
white and fancy vests,
that sold up to $7 50,
from 9 to 10 o'clock
Tuesday morning—not
more than one vest to a
customer—for

$1.69
Positively no sales at this price after 10 o'clock.

IN THE BOYS' SHOP-7
TOQUES
From 3 to 4 o'clock
Tuesday a f ternoo n,
choice of our entire
stock of 25c, 50c and 75c
Children's Knit Skating
Caps (toques) not more
than two to each customer, for

.1.

17c
Positively no sales at this price after
4 o'clock.

have decided to continue the
W E Green
Tag Sale prices in all
wher departments for one week longer.
Remember that yOlvcan have pick and
choice of any Fancy Suit or
Overcoat in the house—clothing that
sold up to $40.00,
for.

$15,00

.9
9-

Cut Prices Strictly Cash.

NATURE AS A RECONSTRUCTOR.
"Nature repairs her ravages-re-'
pairs them with her sunshine and
$40, $35 and $30 Overcoats,
with human labor."
now
10 I OlUU
Osteopathy Is one of Nature's most I
$25.00, $22.00 and $20.00
used instruments in repairing her
coats, now
NEW COUNTY SCHOOL.
ravages. Take the Osteopathic -treatFOR SALE.
ment of headaches. It locates the priTwo-story: frame building of eight
$15.00 and $12.50 Overcoats,
mary cause and removes it, not In Hovcrcamp District Wilt Have $1,000 large airy rooms, upper and lower
Structure.
administering a common known sedhall, double front porch, large hack
ative to on- and all alike, but by a
porch, sewerage, porcelain batheilee.
simple meehanical manipulation.
A now whose ;home is to be Milli ly fiapered, newly 'minted, having
So, In digestive disorders
In the Hoveakamp disteict just out- city water and cistern, feeble and
Osteopathy restor,s the nervous equilibri- side the city limits on the Betacm other out-buildings. Lot 30x173.
This
um to the stomach, bowels, liver, 'road. This morndng a commietee is an excellent place for hotel
or
pancreas, etc., and a unity of action met at the ofike of County Superin- boarding bonnie, only four
blocks
established the disorders are readily tendent S. J. Bliiington and made out from market bonne, situated
on
a list of taxpayers Who will have to Norte Third tenet, three
controlled and cured.
blocka from
Constipation can be cured only by stand the expense. The board of Broadway. Price 113,000, one-third
observing nature's laws. The regular trustees for this district will meet cloth, balance one and two
year*. H.
movements of the -bowels depend on Saturday, February 16, and
com- C. Hollins, Real Estate, Rentals and
their nerve and blood supply. If one plete the plane.
General Insurance. True heart BuildThe tax Is 25 cents on every hun- ing.
or the other Is disturteel in any way
there is disorder-sickness, Osteop- dred dollars' worth of propeety and
for every pce% tax.coilleeted it the disathy here again is Nature's cure.
INVITE ALL MIntkIKANTs
This will give aboUr $1.1)04)
I should like to tell you personally trice
TO SMOKER WEDNESDAY'
* at any ttrne of the great success I am for the sctool house.
•
having with the treatment sod refer
4t, the regtear meeting of the ReyOu to some of your (Heyde who will
Preached at Lutheran Church.
tail PAerchants' association at 4n6
eagerly attest to what lesteapath •
2.04.k..4glerikkaalAllitte..Itt11111gareee
klinrj
.
r
i ToThror titirectene-.Ter them. Phonit
OiC&
.irom St. LOWS, filled ker will be enjoyed and all me
e.0 A Co Witlr
-!tants
tomiross ismam nom
me at 1407 at any tine.
the Neva of the German Lutheran of the city, whether
-members
DR 0 II FROAGE,
thumb lase eventing, preaching
a not, are invited dad urged, to
Eli Broadway.
forcible sermon.
0-1141111■411-.111111.49-101.4.11'141110.4+11.9111.41-111111aeitruillIse4.9
tend.

el 0 nn

over- el

Ig

01119Ld

All our overcoats, including raincoats, are in this sale. And,too, we
have added some new, late arrivals
to each lot, bought a few days ago
to add zest to the sale,
According to the ground hog, and
today's indications, there is much of
the Winter ahead of us yet.

•
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TYIE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

tkirmetes abater, Mrs. F. J. Frestar, iii
San Antouio, Texas. Mns. C. G. Perr)', -who accompainded them, will remelts in San Antonio for the winter.
Mrs. M. S. Larkin and daughters,
Mteses Katherine and Pauline, left
yesterday for their home in Eva.nsTo Officiate at Chicago Wedding.
Circuit l'uttrt.
sire, Ind., after a plearent visit to
The Rev. William
E. Bourquin
A verdict for $1 500 damages wac
tte
former's sister, Mies. Tobias Ketwill leave this evening for Chicago
returned by the jury in the ease of,
They
to perform toe marriage ceremony tler, of South Third street.
Max B. Nahm and
Joe Friedman
were
accompanied
as far as Princeof a cellege friend, the Rev. J. D.
against William Katterjohn SaturSchuber, of Chicago, to Miss Freda ton by Mrs. Lizzie Keatier and Mr. day afternoon, nine jurors signing
Schiller, also of that city. Mr. Sehu- Steve Pool.
the verdict. The jury nad been out
Mr. John J. Sherwin returned home
ber visited Mr. Bourquin here last
nearly 30 hours. Nahm and Friedlast
night
a
from
month's
stay
in
summer. and made a pleasant imman own the Columbia building on
Sian Antonio, Isampasras and other
pression. Mr. Bourquin will be away
Broadway and several years ago conplaces in Texas.
ten days.
tracted with Katterjonn to add anMiss Florence Schmeder returned
other story. While the roof was off
to her home in Indiantapoliis today,
Five Hundred Club.
rain damaged
the Register plant.
after visaing Mists Ethel Brooks, of
It is announced that there -will be
The newspaper secured damages
North Seventh street.
no Meeting of the Five Hundred
Miss Anita Wood, of Wichita, Kaai- from Friedman and Nahm, and the
club this week, and as next week
ass, wiho has been the guest of Miss owners In turn sued the contractor.
is the beginning of Lent, the meet.
Katterjohn will pray an appeal.
Ethel? Brooks, left 'Cast night for St.
ings have been discontinued until atPaul, -Mem.
ter Easters
Circuit Judge William Reed began
Mr. W. C. Waggener, supervisor of
calling his equity docket this mornbridges and buildings of the LouisFreer-Rockenfield.
ing, and all through the several pages
ville division of the I. C., arrived this
In the presence of a few intimate
were minutes of fleas assessed against
morning, being •oaIlled from Princefriends of the family, Miss Laura A.
detrig. The society. wirl meet in Dr.
ton to look after the burned coal tendy -attorneys. Judge Reed
Freer, of Ft. Wayne, Ind., and Mr.
sires to have it understood that atBrooks'. office,
chute.
Rockenfield, of Memphis,
torneys will have to be on time.
-This morning the city board of George W.
Mr. John L. Smith, of Kuttawa., is
wane married this afternoon at the
This morning little was done in
tax book supervisors began 'nearing
in the city.
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Palcourt, no judgments being entered.
protests.
This work generally reAttorney Cecil Reed went to Benmer, 1228 Jefferson street, the Rev.
but there were many cases continued
ton this morning on business.
quires a week or more, and is the
'CT
W. E. Cave officiating. At toe cona few dietniseed. Three dismissand
--For Di. Pendley ring 416.
most dreaded of all work of the suMr. Charles Rout, the barber, went
clusion of the ceremony an elaborate
ed follow: Ten-rell against. Pers'ear;
-Drink Belvedere the master pervisors.
to Princeton this; morning to estabcollation was served and the happy
Taylor & Lucas against 13onderaux;
b row.
--Jesse Walker and Maude Walish himself in the barber busneas.
Jefferson aeatinst Jefferson; Gardner
--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
400% chester were marriea yesterday af- couple ,will go to Memphis tonight
Mr. William Eades, the coal mine
to reside. The bride has been the
against Thompson; Effie
Wilson
Broadway, Phone 196.
operator, went to
ternoon at the bride's home, 1436
Greenville this
against Lyman Wilson; Schroeder
-Al Hymarde a former cow:tell- South Ninth street. Magistrate J. J. guest of Mr. and Mrs. Palmer for a morning to look after his mines.
week. The groom is connected wite
against Douglas; . Redding . against
man, has announced himasif a exude Bleich performed the ceremony.
Mr. Bernie Dawes, who has been
one of the most important lumber
Redding; Samuels against &uniselie;
date for the Democratic nomination
PIS of pneumonia, passed throuph the
-Last night shortly before 12
concerns An Memphis. The wedding
Bryant against relent; Carey against
for city exiller.
city
o'cilock the No. 1, 3 and 4 fire comlast night en route from Cairo
Carey: Allman against Allman.
-When you order a rig from us panies were called to 718 Adams is the rorsernmation of a long court- to 'his home in Kettaws
On motion of Attorney
ship.
D. II.
you are talking to one of the pro- street. A, flue caught the roof, and
Mr. and Mrs. T. Bennett, of 1224
Hughes, Attorneys A. Y. -arid S. E.
prietors or capable clerks (not a the blaze was extinguished
Monroe street, are the parents of a
before
Clay were admitted to the bar tend
Gracious Use of Iirautiful Flowers. girt.
driver or hostler) who writes, files any damage was dove.
baby.
duly sworn in.
The
patients
of,
Riverside
hosthe
and fills the ore-dr at appointed time.
-Joe Koliey, a switchman recentMr. C. C. Grassharn has returned
Throe attorneys were fined. 25
•
Palmer Transfer Co.
ly in the employ of the I. C., was held pital were the recipients of many from a trip to Florida where ire aceach
for fairing to attend court on
beautiful
flowers
last
-City
the
subscribers
the
to
Daily
Tuesday,
•
over this morning to the grand jury
companied his family.
time. They' a-re E. W. Bagby, Flank
Sun who wish the delivery of their on a (harm of breaking into a box gracious gift of Miss Lillian 'LancasDr. Will Owen is sick with the
Lucas and Mike Oliver.
papers stopped must notify our col- car. The evidence was cireumstan- ter, of the Louis Jiames company, grip at his home on
Broadway.
lectors or make their requests di- del and the defendant was released which Obeyed- "Merry Wires of WindMr. Tom Harper, 0/ Sharpe, is in
•
LARGE front parlor for rent furDeeds Filed.
sor" at The Kentucky theater on the city
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention on his own recognizance
today on his ay to San Aneleas N. Jones to litnnie E. Jones,
nished or unfurnished, 1004 South
Monday evening.
Miss Lalledtster, tonio Tex., for
will be paid to such orders when
his health.
property on Norton street, $1 and
Fourth.
who off the stage is Mrs. James Argiven to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co. THEO. PETERS FINED
Mr. J.' L. East, the assistant inother tonsleerait ion s.
-Two el bills which had " been
WANTED--White woman to look
.
FOR SELLING LTQUOR. thur Yogng, formerly Miss Flora Male dustrial commissioner, of the IlliLioneliLs Mettison to Nannle L.
C:sirk, of Paducalh, was given a flower nois Central,
"reeled" to $5 and passed on unsusafter enlIdren and assist in general
with teadquarters at
Theodore Peters. eharged wall seeBouland, property at Seventh and
ovation by frienes on ter appearance Memphis,
pecting Pad.ucaihrans, thieve been rehouse-keeping. Good wages. Referis in the city today, acing tremor without a 'license at his
Husbands streets, $825.
here. As She was leaving the next. quainting
deemed at
Washington. Detective
There may be a better "bargain" ence required. Old phone 867.
himself with local needs
restaurant, en 40
Broadway, was
'Robert Ries- to Jona Cousins,prop- advertised
May she thenehtfelly requested Mrs. and
.Moore reeeiving new bills Saturday.
today than you have seer
WANTED- Installment `collector4„....,..,
conditions. He was a Commerfined $5,0 and costs in puliee court
erty In the county, $75.
H, H. Durey to present them to the cial dub
-Drink Belvedere the
Paducati
for monithe
for .merchandise accounts; good sea
caller.
this morning by Special Judge J. S.
home:tad, sifter reserving some to take
beer.
ary and expenses. Address ManufacRoss, 'and an appeal grantee. The
•
Marriage Licenses,
to friends Who were el in St. Ism's,
-Got your meals at Wheebeade
In nothing is it so Pain that time turer P. 0, Box 1027, Phila., Pa.
care had been pending since last
THE REV. MR. HAMM
George W. Rocken field to Laura A. and money are synonamous
and dieted:luting a portion among the
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
as iu the
LOST-An old gold cross and
week. and Judge Ross had taken it
Frees,
company.
daye. Nice, polite service guaranmatter of ;securing tenants boarders, Olsen, between Harbour's store and
under
advisement from
Called to Pulpit of German Lutheran
FridaY•
John Goat to Mae Greif.
teed.
lodgers, buyers for property or chat- Sixth and Brodwiay or from there to
Peters was refused a license last eule
Church.
Jesse Walker to Maude Wagster. telie In these things; by saving your
-Belvedere beer is a home proCouple Married Sunday.
to run a saloon at 1,040 Broadway be302 South Sixth. Return to Sun
'Miss Annie Ford rand Allen Freeduct Remember that.
time, the want ad's. also save you office for rewards
cease sebout children pass the place.
A businese meeting was held SunCounty
man
were
Court.
nsarrled
yesterday at Hard
-Place your orders for wedding The
money.
Rev. Cellein Thompem sent an
day afternoon at the German LuthFOR SALE-Four room cottage on
H. V. Keebler has qualified as
Maney by the Rev. J. H.. Baellanee.
Invitations at home. The Sun 3-news agent
to Peters
eran church on South Fonrth street,
'
, place to ,,see if be
West
Harrison street, situated on lot
guatslian
for
They
Ruby
are
Pearl
smith.
popular young people of
as great an assortment as you find
In "looking for money," bear in
realty was seeing Intoxicante. The
to take action in regard tb ealidng a
Eley Eaton has qualified as guar- mind that-if your propositecra Is ti 50x1G5 to .16 foot alley, w:th stabile
that seotItan.
anywhere at prizes much lower than agent returned
isith a pint of whisky
pastor to the church In piace of the
and other out houses. 41.300 with
dian for' erancis Eaton.
•
you pay elredtere.
good one-money is also -looking"
which he said he had bought for 50
Rev. A. C. -Plten, who recently soterms.
H. C. Hollins. Real. Estate
This aft•cenoon at 2 o'clock County for you, And, without a
Delphic Club.
--Prof. E. G. Steele, of Bowling cents.
doubt,
signed. It was decided by the vote
and General Ineurance.
Trueheart
Judge
R.
T.
Lightfoot
The
began
Delphic
calling
dub
has
will
Green,
esti:limed home cutter lookhave its me- of the
"money" will "see" your ag in the
congregation to extend a call
Bldg. Telephone 12e,
his quarterly docket, but will not try business opportunity classification,
ttle" Meeting tomorrow men-rang at
ing into the niamagement of Paducah
to the Rev. Mir. Hamm, now in change
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE-Five-room cottage on
any (Wes.
o'cloCk t the Carnegie ettorary.
--schools. He came here to pee-orally
EAT at Whittabeaces resiaurant.
of a cillurisai tri St. Louis, and a minBeautiful five room frame cottage, The program is:
Trimble street, ten blocks from river,
A-dine N. Morton qualified as adplace an application for the supertnister of prominegre. The thumb will
about six years old, rinishtel partly in
mintstraitrix of the estete of Addle iROOMS-For rent with board, 21.2 situated on lot 4Sx16,5 and amply
'Ron cal--Q uotations from "Spantendency of the schools.
now awada Mr. Hamm's action in the
South Fourth.
hard-wood, rooms average 1.5x15, ish Student:\
yrovided with out buildings, bath and
Morton today.
G.
-You know your calling cards
matter, but hopes to iheve a favorheated with, good grates, porcelain
1. Cailderon-Mes. Louis ef, Rieke.
HORSE for sale, bargain. George other conveniences. Price $2,000
are correct when they come from The
able answer soon.
bath, sewerage available, city water.
with terms. H. C. Hollins, Real Es2. Lope die Vega-Mrs. James A.
Pollee Court,
Skelton, 817 South Fifta.
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
This is a piece of property that is Rudy.
tete and General Insurance, TrueJoin Humphrey, drunkenness, $1
hundred, he Old Engesh $3.
...GRAY HORSE and rubeer tire bugFIRST DISTRICT LEAGUE
worthy of investigation and cheep at
heart Bldg. Telephone 127.
and costs;
3. Reading-Tomorrow-Lope de
Jim
Pierson, colored,
-Welling invitations, announcegy for sale cheap, 640 Broadway.
WILL MEET IN PADUCAH.
the price. $1,250 cash. 14. C. Hollins, Vega.
drunkenness, $1 and costs; "Butch"
FOR SAIrE--Ntest little-Voxecl and
ments are'. every character of enThursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Real Estate and General Insurance.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring weatherboarded house of two rooms
Selby, disorderly conduct, $30 and
gravoil work is given careful, perthe executive council of the EducaTrueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
coats: E. Kelley, drunk and dleorder- 437 F. Levin,
on Hampton avenue, between
Entre Noun Club.
12th
sonal sttent:on at The Sun.
•
tional Improvement league of the
ly, $5 and costs: Will Smith, disEntre
'The
club
Noes
H. H. MEYER, tbe fresco artist. and 13th streets on lot 40x12.0. An
will be enterernicke fling races and
-Glote
First eongressiona; district will meet
SERVICE PENSION BILL
tain tomOrrow afternoon at 2:30
orderly conduct, 45 and costs; C. W. Old phone 1561.
additional room can easily be put to
all supplies for them, also the best
in the ()Mee of County Superiatendent
PASSED
BY
IA)WER
HOUSE.
McIntire, cruelty to his horse, $10
o'clock
by
Miss
this house and made into cottage.
Isellie
Mae Winstead, S.
line of carborus. A full line of blank
ROOM
and
beard,
Washington.
408
J.
Bleington, preeiciont of the
Mazola:els, n). Feb. 4.-(epochs.", at her home on Washington
and costs; Will Wilkerson. disorder- Old phone
City water, out buntlines and convenetreet.' league, to
books and all kinds of office supplies.
outline work for the league.
-A private telegram from- Congress Only the club members will he presly conduct, continued; Mary Payne,
iently situated near car line
Price
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
CL011eiS cleaned and repaired.
It is the entention to organize and
man Pleasant Chapman, of this die- ent.
and Tom Cotton, colored, breach of
$5410 cash. H. C. Hollins, Trueheast
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
Jas. Duty, Phone 956-a.
bold meetings th.nougeout the districe votes that the service Pension
peace, $5 and costs each; Charles
building, telephone 127,
- -Captain W. C. Clark, former post
trict as city leachers; do monthly.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
bill passed the house bailey.
Brown, colored, drunk and disorderMr. aerl Mrs. Charles Cox and eon
marlor here and representative from
FOR SALE--Eight room residence
ly, $20 and costs, and held °vet on phone 10e5, old phone 976.
Lorene, of Oiinton, are the guests of
edceerseken county in the state legisthree blocks from Broadway on South
Superiority of The English Tongue.
-We have a ready customer for a Mr. Gs F. Cox, 917 North
EXPERIENCED
stenographer
decharge
of•steallng a bridle from TulOtitt'h
Sature, has flefftl used an interest in
Third street, situated on lot 57x173,
English is spoken by about 150,brick residence of not more than A street.
sires poration at once. References
ly's livery stable.
the Choctaw Herald, a paver printed
fronting bricked street and concrete
000,000
people.
The difference is
rooms. Convenient to the business
exchanged.
Address
care
W.,
Sun.
Mrs 'A..: P. 'Kelly and daugetter,
at Rolexes% Indian Territory, by his
sIdewalk. Excellent location for flat.
part of the city. North Side prefer- Vivian, have returned home after a not due to any innerent superiority
FOR SALE-Solid-mahogany (CoStrong Evidence.
son-in-law, Mr. Jeese Curd. He will
Price $3,541o, one-third cash, ba7a.nce
of
the
English
language, but to the
red. Call H. C. HallIDS, Phone 127. pleasant visit of six
A man was charged with shooting lonial) parlor table, almost new. easy payments.
weeks to the
edit the paper.
H. C. Helens, Real
superiority of the English stock.
•number of pigeons, the property of Cast $14. Price, 48. Tel, 2701,
-We have Slug Shot that will deEstate. ,Rentals and General InsurThe English not only have the greata
farmer.
giving
In
his
evidence, the
stroy all inzects on plants; and Plant
FoR SALE-Nice 4-year-old bores, ance. Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
er genius for commercial and politifarmer was exceedingly careful, even safe for lady to drive, ailso Mee runFood that will make plants grow.
cal ea-operation and colonizing but
esiA LE--Residents. .of ntie
nervous, and the solicitor for the de- about and -harness. Oki phone 9148.
Brunson, b29 Broadway.
4
they have as well, built up their inrooms aneball on Clay street, twelve
•
fense endeavored to frighten
him. .
-Seaton, the sign
writer, ali
PLEASANT front and side room blocks from river -located on lot 50x
stitutions on tne enduring basis of
"New." he remarked, "are eon prekinds of sign and advertising seri...lug,
for rent. Furnished or unfurnished. 1.65 to Private alley, having abode
righteousness and respect for law.
pared to *weer that this man repot
fine painting of every eharactee, inat 3i& 8. Fifth St.
trees, 'stable and other necessary out
Spanish le ,ncomparably more musi- your
pigeons?" "I didn't say he did
side work and carriage painting and
buildings. Price $1,500. Terms arNG Lire:,
cal than English and is practically shoot 'em,"
'
SEND
your
clothes
to
Faultthe
was the reply; "I said I
DONE.
repairing.
Phone 401
phonetic, while English is handicap- suspected
less Preesing club, 302-% Broridwny. ranged. H. C. Hollins, Reel Estate
him
of
doing
"Ale
It."
until a few
W. Veil-lett,
ped' by its arbitrary spelling. On the now we're coming to it. What made High & Browder, proprietors. Dots and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg. Themonrhs ago a resident of Paducelh.
phone 127,
other hand English is often 'briefer, you suspect
phones 1507.
that man?" "Well, featpassed through the city Sunday en
though not always. Spanish can say
FOR SAIre)--Beautifiii subnitieii
WE
WILL
BE
at
Jaynes J. Glauly, I remelt him on my land AT a
route from Corydon, Ky., to Heopse"I shall go" in one word-"Ire." The - gun.
ber's stable, Third and Washington, home of 62 acres within five minutes'
kotendly,
heerd
I
a
gun
go
off
ton, lie, after attending the funeral
great advantage of English is its art' Raw pigeons fall.
Thirdly, I Saturday, Feb. 9, to bay horses anti drive of McMinnville. Tenn. The
of his brother, Milton Welett, who
double vocabulary, one of Teutonic found four o' my pigeons
farm has a cottage of three rooms
in
his pock mules. CH. Layne & Co.
drowned last week
while seating.
and one of Latin origine which en- et--and I don't thinlc them
and
hall, stable, granary, cellar, well,
birds* 1-0tR
RESit--Rooms for Hiatt
Walett is a well known
mustelan,
ables It to be made nice distinctions. flew there and committed suicide"- housekeeping
barn and 1.400 fruit trees of various
rooms
or
for
board.
Apformerly a member of the Paducah
It has; also acquired the power to as- London
ply 4r1-3 So-nth Seven the Old abefie kends. Price $1.454. H. C. H01441111,
lt".
Philharmonic orchestra.
similate words from every language
Real Estate and General Insurance.
1749.
-Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
Trugheart
under the sun. These facts, together
Bldg. Telephone 127.
Hit
Not
Job.
FOR SAIele--Lot on Salem avenue*
Fraternity building to 525 Broadway
with the greater inteeectual activity
FOR SALE-Five-room reedenee
"Young man," said the stern par- flexile Pries $leek H.
C. Hollins,
next to Register tu1Scling. Office
of the English race in many fields of ent, fixing the trembling
suitor with Real Estate and General insurance. just beyond city limits,. in high (erasphones 870, residence 272.
human endeavor, love swelled Its vo- a glare, "do you knoVenough
• •
ed
neighbor-bond, four acres of
to sup- Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
-Upright pianos from $150 to
cabulary to startling figures.
The port wourself under reversea?" "No,
ground and amply provided welt out
WANTED-Boar] and room be$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
"Standard Dictionary" contains over saes!" cried the youtn, emphaticalblinding*, wells and other imp-rovetween Ninth and TWP:flh on Broadused pianos we make these offers. W
317,000 words. I do not believe any ly, "I *hetes() hard-luck acrobat!"
eleeit) cash. H. C. Holena
way or Jefferson, by young man. l'rlT. Miller & Bro., 51R Broadway.
Spanish dictionary contains half as
Real Estate and General insurance.
rate family preferred. Address K.,
- bi.is estimated that mortgages
many.--Success.
Trueheart. Bldg. Telephone 127.
"How long has Mrs. Waybaek
care Sun.
arui not" IThr retried in
Mcwear"
been wearing her hair that
Cracken county for the Past 5 rears
FOR 9AI1E-F1rst-01nie Sleek store
$200,000 Fire.
"After all," remarked Mrs. ins"Oh! two or three years -off and
will bring s tax revenue of $84),000.
of two stories with small cottage In aim.
Chicago
Feb. 4.-- -Exelossion of on."- Cleveland Prete.
"home is the dearest spot on
. This is the first year they byre been
rear, situated Fifth anti Jones. Price earth."
gasoline in a tent in the Teas' of the
taxed, and the work of a.rnaniking
$3.75.0
wee satisfactory terms. H. C.
Ford Metter company's building Ws
The smell of brimstone cogtradicts
-Is," answered her hushand,weo
them in elphabetica; order fee- aseeseLife is a bolted chamber where N• dwell
morning caused a are which gutted the claim that matches are nettle In Hollins, Trusheart Bidg, Telephoee wait trimmer*. In au,,t;t!ng the
month's
Tilt Fete uelooks the doors to heaven or-It-well,
meta requertel waver:14 weeks. Tee
127.
the structure am) destroyed a num- heaves.
hille-Columbns Dispatch.
So
mention
thatl
Don't
long
as
we
can
ratio*
Iota/ number of notes and mortgages
ber of antomobi es.
will be
The wherewithal we needn't fear the knell.
faint-eel :is
.
sil$410$er
*eq,-600
Any fool can eat-ch.on, but ft takes
• e mind. that 1a/everts It? litteary aeifitalrise to ttiy Whd Ic high eiatelted
doing.
and
be
and
let's
up
we'll win
flo
J. G. Brooks and 11. P.
sisburtsatt nelebbortood. $3.500. II. a wise man to let go.
pastern
stealth
up
stores
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the
bank
The
Success,
which
prize
vulgar
folk
cell
"tin.I'
filgtsta
lecture at the regular
Hope le the searchlight which of knowledge.
C. Rollins, Reel Estate and fieneral
So long as we're awake and ADVERTISE
weekly,Media" a( lb, MCOnettketi
tier • -de. theree always something coming In.
'lights the pathway to the attainment
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leneete ittelteera seetete teasday'Tenof men's ambitions,
Illsibrerts* tor she Sea.
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IN THE COURTS

'few Vovert'oats
.$1ack or can
$5.00 to $14.50

Ruck, ghillipo

A PILE OF SILVER
4U
Forks that were $2.50
Now $1
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $1,
Tea Spoons $1.50 to$2
Now 75c
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1
U Must B Quick

`do.

'few Lingerie or Jilk Waists

•,few Jigles and 'few 24a1erialg
Yor Jpring.

•

Ptcr Fet-T,

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO
V

WANT ADS.

dr

Something Coming LI.

I

The limbo

•
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REV. J. R. HENRY
011 PiER(INALITY

we ease times use greatnese of hiS told use ist a men frets
the state of
personality disreayed.
Ohio, who effectually quelled a mob
Tradition has represented Paul s. et. Us
Raain
Perliestailtx.
*r.
cue of enteripr presence—possibly churcb, and the
men of the- baser
, liniping gait, some serious &Section sort had pul:ed the minist
er from the
01 the eyes, and mean as he himself pulpit and thrOwn him Info
the river,
ellias told , us, in bodily appearance because he had
-1" .T•ti
denouneed them for
OA;
j
Ter, the greatness of persona
has their crimes. His friends resented it",
_
e"Delivers Eloquent Seruion it seldom shone wen more litv.
sieendor and man. lives were threatened At
-4
than et the Apostle Paul.
.. ?ts
this critical moment, the gentleman
Presbyterian Church
.•*••
Witr do we mean be personal.tye from Ohio. mounted the pulpit and
et it
'
"VT'
'4
.•
Persora:ey is what one is. Personali- In five minutes nad quoted the howt
seead -They Glorified God in Me," ty is reasin and fee lag and ,will and ling mob and farnied it into a law
ecenscienee. It is the sum total of all and order society, which within 24
,
Text of Discourse- .11 KY.t
man's powers. It is a thing apart hours drove the gineblers and toughs
•
ee
FAittlIPle
front Us attributes. It is distinct from from the town. My friend said: "I
activities and tho restet of activity. never saw a man look as he did', and
Its strength Is the strength of its
very presence quieted the hoWing
A MAGNIFICENT • MUSSON keITY. united eletnents. When one Is richly mob and Saved mane lives."
endowed in mine, heart and will. he
Carlyle. nas told us, how, that a
has a strong personality. If tee heart Paris mob, in the revolut
ion of 1548
predominates over the intellect, he swept down
The Rev. J.-4R. lienry, pastor et. tete
a street . blazing'
has a sympathetic • tti•nsoraTtty.
If cannon, killed the soldiers at guns,
Kentucky
Areeive
Presbyterian
Ambition prevails, there ei a malign spiked the cannon
church, delivered on eloquent zerraan
s, only to be stopped a few blocks away by a whiteyesterday Gn the -Foxes of Person- personality.
haired old man who uncovered and
The letsetsce of Personality.
ality." His text and sermon foletw:
In measering a man's influence , signaled for silence. The leader of
Galatians 1:24:
ever the multitudes that surround the Mob said:'Citizens sixty years
"And 'they g:orified God in me."
'him, we must always take Into con- of pure the Is about to address you."'
Paul was a man of such magnifisideration his persteraliter. Every What an. army cou'd not do, one old
cent personality, such an exalte
d man's personality .a the center of in- man of great perednality aectimplishcharacter, that the Gelatian church
fluences that are far reaching in ed: Influence is not measured by
glorified God In him. Paul was en- their
effects. He himself may be as words, but by character. The greatest
doubtsely the greatest man of the
wholly unconscious of this atmos- attractive force in the world es the
New Testament church. All in all,
he phere watch he exhales, as he is of transforming influence of a
great
was one et the greatest characters
a the contagion of drsease from his Pereonality. No book was ever so well
the world's nis
.tory. We have seen' body. "But if light
is' in a im he worth studying as a noble life. Men,
him as a persecutor of the church
w.,47,112005ter.
of shines; If darkeess, he shades;
if not books have lifted the world toChrist, and a zealous one he
was, his heart glows with love he warms: ward 'higher ideals. 'rite men 'kilo
are
throwing all his greet sierq into toe Lit
frozen with selfishness he chills; known to be genuine, true and trust,,eitettimesee work. We have seeb him when conif corrupt, he poisons; if pure heart- worthy, are the men who are
-eikeeeneeeiAt'esteeee;
sought
%laced that he was on the wrong
ed, he eleanses.e
ee
.
This has always after in the hour of need. Some one
lee. • -4._ ees
course, forsake it witeoutehesitation
t
, been so. Pilate seated on his judg- has said, Oliver Cromwell becam
e
and boldly espouse the cause he
so ment throne. trembled before his Si- ruler over England because the times
recently hated. We have seen hen
lent prosier. And King Agrippa was demanded a still strong man, who
facing angry mobs; going
alone afraid when Paul, the prisoner in "could rule and dare' not lie."
•
"""
-- 1211,•••••
e
trims
through the mountains of Asia;
in chains reasoned with him coeeern- ais.o been shown, that Abraham Linthe presence of mocking philoso
- ing righteousness and a judgment to coln, became the ruler, and Idol
of
phers in Corinth and Athens; before
come. A friend of mine who was in his eoutitry because of what he
was.
the Roman governor and
Jewish California' during the erdtement fol- "Not becauae of his eloquenceeho
ugh
king, and in every sphere of action,
iowink the discovery of gdld in 1849, few have spoken more eloquently:
not because of hts achievements, although few have achieved 'greater
things. He was loved and remembered for what he was." The little girl
who pleaded for her brother found
the president's ear attentive; the wit)
Ahout February 15th we will take posses
owed mother with the story of her
sion of our new .store
poverty and her boy found his heart
room-,
-now occupied by the Great Pacific Tea
and Coffee Co.,
sympathetic. He did not possess cul333 Broadway.' In the meantime we have
made startling retere wealth, a prepossessing appeardactions on our entire line of Watches, Diamo
nds and Jewelry.
ance or even a distinguished lineage,
This for two reasons: First, we wish to
move as little as posblit he was a true man and his eteart
sible of the present and, when we get into
was filled with the milk of human
our new location, we
mean to liave a clean, new stock. If you
kindness
need anything in our
line give us a call, for we have made a
There is no power in this .,world
cut of 50 per cent in
equal to personal power. And personmany instances.
lae-ereel
al power reaches its climax
• -•
when
fa.
"wisdom and knowledge are marrie
d
eire el a'to goodness and love." Jesus Cnrist
11
640 Broadway.
Empire Building
Is the'supreme example of this truth.
He is the supreme personality. He
.
_
OINK
could say, "I am the Truth, the
Way and the Life." It is the personality of Jesus that attracts men to
Him. As some one has said, "Show
me one who will not deceive, who
is
ihonest a.s the day is long, unseiesh as
iloee, who never seeks his own but always anotner's welfare, and I will
,
'
show you a man whom al/ who know
,
' First—Because it' irons smoothly, not rough
will trust, before whom many hearts
.
will open,-andetnto whose keepin
,
Second-The button holes or stud holes match
g
.
many secrets _will
be committed."
,
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are
What was the secret of Paul's great
ironed perfectly
and without injnry.
persona
lity? If possible. let us eatcle
.
,.
time secret of his great life, so that
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosom
s like new, and
we may become like him.
, the "hump" so often seen is missing.
Four elements of strength of perNo other like it in West Kentucky. Satisf
sonality are very conspicuous in the
y yourself by
sending us your laundry.
great apostle's life:
First. .One secret of Patti's great
personality was his faith In and devotion to the person of Jesus Christ.
,
He said, "The love of Christ constraineth me." That is the very love
that wile in Christ Jesus had in some
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
way come into het own life, and
made him a glad and grateful slave
of Christ. "Christ liveth in me." "I
am crucified with Christ.' Faith and
love are the great springs of holy
action. Faith sappees the impulse of
i
service:i
love suppli
m
es both the
pulse and tile object. Paul was impelled by the very forces whicn took
Turns Cattle, Horses, Hogs—Is Practically Indestructib
Jesus to the cross. The secret of hls
le
power, service and endurance,
was
In his devotion to God. It was after
Ood had revesied nfinself to Moaee
at the. burning bush, that he led Israel out of Egypt. It was after he
had. been on the mountain top with
God for forty days, that he gave the
"'people the imperishable law. Saul of
"Tarsus saw the heavenly vision beq 1/1
6111N1111111111WEINNI4/1//•10,
-••rm
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fore he became Pau:. Those who
,......
.0II
are
Incite devoted to God, anti tive in
-see,
HT sfsecret of his presence, are toe one
who do most for their feltowmen.
If
we go forth to assist others
Buy your new fence for years to cord.. Get the big, heavy
strong
wires,
the
hinge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned
, the conscinnareste of oar union
quality of steel
that is not too hard nor too fe(t.
, :th Christ, and a belief thatamounts
We can show vou this tence in our sleek and explain
its merits and
- a certainty. tnat Clod is on our
superiority, not only in the roll but in the field. Cease and
see us and get
lee, we cannot fate Thill love will
our prices.
II
114-116.—/V. E.CILIMTH
Hake all service delightful. It We
. .frPA El C Pl. Is V.
ehten every labor and palm ever)
aerldre sweet,
feeccutd. The highest and noblest
. ' rsonality, necessitates the highest
m tnistrt he spent three years In Ara- things being equal,
he who koows Gong have weight when
.rel finest culture of mind and heart. bid
hie life Is taught us, 'that it Is
in epeeitil preparation for ts
the pure In heart
iesnish -ai
la ;who has keen carefully rightli
rids Is another secret of Paul's great
tell‘d*seioIrrathe hock" of a who esti God.
work. He realized the 'necessity of trained will do
We must keep our
the most ter GUM word ittirea It
,,etei. Paul le an example of what
with
tremendous t•Oughts pure end
a preparation for the Gospel ministry, and man. Some
our habits reean,
Ignorant men hetes force and weight, !Streng
cultured, milid and heart can do. I As
th of per- If we would know God
some one has wen mild. "An ig- done great things,
and have powand some learned sonality and ,power
cannot conceive
, for the highest er in His gervice,
how
the early norant good man is never so eta- men
'alive been great fools: but no and hest
church could
service, depends much upon
have
done witoont rtent. as on:
Peurth. Devotion to his
, who has hail' ample man ever toremplishee
work and
much
bee, a righteous and nob, character. Fine- unselfi
. Paul. He was its scholar. It le genersh service, was anothe
knowledge and has
culevated his cause he knew little, end
r Sourest
no man ness .mind beauty of spirit are allied of
ally econreded that he was one of the
power in Paul's life.
fitienirie,. Goodness is gometimes al- wee ever 1 fool
Paul gave
because he was learn-. with purity of body.
most profound' scholars of his age.
!time this" is himself tilinselfIshly
lied et) esogrsiviers, rine (Vette. Wei"
Coiner Second and Kentucky Avenue.
and devotedly to
true, how carefel we ought to he to the service
At theeitne of hirconvereion he weer
crime; circurnitgincts Oft#11 make it ' third. A righte
of his fellowmen.
ous
Arei
Pew
ooly
life
one
away
of
the
Pat
everyt
leader
Phone 328.
hing fresh our lives men in all the
s of - the thought of impost/able
to les. eilltired: hut Itqlran another centracteristic
weriff's history haee
of Paul's that would in any way hinder the
his age flu? before entering upon
made
themselve- kenwleige end •ttalning,peesonality. So
greater ssertflees for
it is of ,very great fullest and. moat
others
the important work of the (food
beautiful daveleii)are elements of streligth, and othedpersortaltty. A thaties
words and ee- ment of tuarac'Ir.
Our Saviour
(Continued on Sc-tenth Pert.)
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Your Opportunity

To get good furniture cheap, for just now we are offe
ring
you the most exceptional bargains you are apt to meet
with
in a life-time. Our sample floors are over crowded and roo
m
bc made for the new spring goods, so we offer you
prices_ that are simply compelling. ciere are a few that are §pecial, but ther
e are many.

s

25
Per Cent
Off

15
Per Cent
Off on
011
CornbinaMusic
lion
Cabinels Davenports, Couches Desks
e.1•14,11•In

4.11111111•Oimme-

Chiffoniers Finely constructed, of selected golden
$11 will get you oak add mahogany, upholstered in

Removal Sale of A. Pollock's Jewelry Store

i

one; usually sells
for $15. Nothing
cheap about it but
the price.

i

Velour, Veronia and Chase Leather,
all built on tempered steel springs, at
the low price of $20.00 for Davenports and $6.00 for Couches.

Sideboards

to suit all pockets.
$17.50 will get you
a beauty in genuine oak.

A. POLLOCK

Mission Sets

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironer s.--Why?

I

ROCKEit
PARTNEN

We have only a few of
these sets left and start One-Fourth Of
f
them for.$45.00 fo5, the Thi
s includes everything
complete outfit.
excepting "open stock"
patterns. For the coming
week only.

STAR LAUNDRY

1 1-4 OFT 1-4

Stands Like a Stone Well

Entire line of
Heating Stoves
Cash or Credit

111111111111M1111
11111111=11111

111111111111111111 I

Folding Beds

l

You will always find here
less in price than elsewhere; still these prices
are cheaper than ever. A
nice one with mirror for

$14.50.

1-4 OFF 1-4

AMERICAN FENCE

F. H. Jones t Co.
Agents for Paducah, Ky.

Also Full Line of Hardware

Have advanced in price
wonderfully,yet our price
still remains the same.
Get one before we -ale
compelled to advance
the price.

Morris Chairs

How can you do without
one when $4.48 will buy
one beautiful in appearance and massively constructed?

ear

j

BUY THE BEST

Buck's Stoves
and Ranges

•
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Whose Say-so is Best?

• REV. J. R. HENRY
ON PERSONALITY

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE.
A. Wonderful Country.
1.0CIS AND TENNESSEE
With twarly all medicines put up kV
litre is a simple add effective remelaattern visitors to the west are
ItIVER PACKET COMPANY
sale through druggists, one has to takt
edy for coughs and colds: Mil it, half generally prepared for any phenomethe maker's say-so alone as to their Cu
live value. Of course, such testimony
ounce of the Virgin 011 el Pine nal showing in the line of agriculture,
FOR TENNESSEE RIVEIL
not that of a disinterested party a
(Pure) with two ounces of gesso:Tine'stock-raising and the like," says a
accordingly is not to be given the as
and a half pint of good
credit as If written from disinterested
Colorado
elliskee
man, "but once and a while
motives. Dr. Pierce's medicines, howShake well and take in teaspoon doses they are taken by surprise.
ever, form a single and therefore striking
every four hours.
exception to this rule. Their claims te
"A New Hampshire man, woo was
(Continued From Page Six.)
the confidence of invalids does not reel
This formula is said to be very spending his vacation on the ranch
solely upon their makers' say -so of
effective, being the prescription cf an of a relative in Colorado, went out
praise. Their liaredients are matten el
than did Paul. He said, "I am all eminent
public knowledge, being printed on eac
1-(pecialist in the cure of con- one morning to inspect a large inAuthor of "The Circle." Etc.
•
separate bottle wrapper. Thus invali
things to al: men, that I may save sumption.
It will break up a cold in cubator in which young (lecke were
sutferers are taken into Dr. Pierce's to
some." "For I ecel'Al wish that my- 24 hours,
confidence. Scores of leading medic
and cure any cough tbet is hatching. In one corner of tne incu- Leaves 1'1111 44 Call For Tennessee River
Copyright. 1904. by Harper Le aroth•rs
men have written enough to fill volume)
self were accursed hum Cbrist for curable,
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
in praise of the curative value of the
bator a neglected peach seed, encourmy brethren, my kinsmen accordleg
several ingredients entering into thee* %IP
The ingredients for this otcsvriett aged by the warmth of the atmos- A. W. WRIGHT,
Hasler
well-known medirines.
to my flesh." "And now behold I go
Lion can be found at any good drug phere, had burst, and a tiny sprout EUGENE ROBINSON,
Amongst these writers we find such mm
Clerk
bound
kal lights as Prot Finley Ellingwood.
in
spirit
unto
'Jerusalem,
uut store, but care should be taken that
M.
several inches long was growing out
of Bennet Medical College, Chicago; P
This company is not responsible
knowing toe things that shall befall only 'the
Bale,of the same city; Prof. John M. Sstud.
pure Virgin Oil of Pine of it.
Without remark leder freed him-der, B. 1).. late of Cinchmati. Ohio: Prot
for invoice %charges unless collected
he moonshine to you, but it's reality me there: Save that the Holy Ghost
JOlau King. M- B.. late of Cincinnati.
should be used. This, is put up °MY
Oialte self from the other's touch and walked
" 'SufferingCaesar!' exclaimed the by the clerk o the boat.
Dr. Grover Obs. of New York: Dr. earth, back to his desk. His anger, his pride, tome."
wituesseth in every city, saying that In half-ounce
vials for dispenshig, New Hampshire man, as this caught
low. of Jeffireon Medical College. of 1%
Again Lotter took his face between bonds* tied afflictions await
and, agalust his will, his excitement
and scores of others equally eminent.
me. But securely coaled in a round
wooden his eye 'Do you hatch out your
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription canal were all aroused.
Lila hands.
hone of these things move me, neith- ease with engraved wrapper,
the worst Cast* of female weakness. ProlaP`
having peaches in this country' "—Harper's
-Don't
ridicule
the
idea.
I'm
in
dead
He
sat
sus,an teversion and reti aversion
down,
leaned his elbow on the
and correee
er count I my life dear unto me my- the name "Virgin
EVANSVILLE;
P.IDI;CAll
irregularities, cares painful periods,
AND
Oil of Pine (Pore)" Weekly.
desk and took his fpce between his earliest."
disagreeable and weakening drains,dries
self, so teat I might finish my course plainly printed thereon.
soMe•
lioder
nothing.
said
tames known as pelvic catarrh and a mull}
hide of other diseases peculiar
"Think-think It over before you re- with joy and the ministry which I
CAIRO LINE.
The cheaper ohs that are sold le
a
Bear-in mind, it is not a _patent to wotneu.
Little Willie—Say, pa, what is the
even a
fuse."
have received of the Lord Jesus, to bulk only create nausea
(Incorpora
ted)
secret medicine, but the "Favoritenor
have
and
Prescripno difference between
tion" of a regularly eductOed
a statesmen and a
For a moment Letter remained mo- testify the gospel 'of the grace of effect
Olt
whatever upon the bronchial
large experience in the cure PlorSician.
of woman%
politician
tionless, then be lose suddenly, push- oiod." As Christ said, "Greater
Pa—A statesman, my Evansville %ad Paducah Packets.
iller aliments. who frankly and conedlove tubes.
ly takes his patients into his
ing back his chair.
full cogson, is able to deceive without lying,
nath
than
enu by telling them just what
no
man
this
that
man
a
his "
• Tuele luau! You don't know what
scription"is composed of. Of no other
and a politician lies witilout deeelywdllay down his life for his friends.'
fine put up for woman's special
A Wolf With Detective Cunning.
you any. The fact of your being marI ng.--Chioago Daily News.
and sold through druggists. can Itmaladies
be
We
can
said
never
know
secret
the
of
ried bars it. Can't you see that?"
William Davenport Hulbert's stothat the maker is not afraid to deal thus
frankly, openly and honorably, by letting
true
greatness
until we learn
Again ChIleote caught his arm.
the ry, "The Hunt for toe She-Wolf," in
every patient using the same know exactly
Some men treat their Alves kindly
"You nahoulderstalad," he said. "You lesson of self sacrifice. Telmanchus, The American Magazine for Novemwhat she is taking.
(Daily Except Suedes.)
Sick women are invited to consult Dc
because they are afraelf to do othermistake the position. I tell you my the noble Christian, made his way ber,
gives a splendid picture of the
Pierce, by letter, free. All coreepond.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
wise.
and
wife
I
are
nothing
to
epch
other.
ence is guarded as sacredly secret and
to the imperial city,and to the Coli- detective cunning of a wolf.
You
Hopkins, leave Paducah for EvansShe goes her way: I go mine. We
womanly confidences are protected by
seum, and as the brutal sports were might almost cal it a
profeasional privacy. Address Dr. R.V.
wolf detective
have our own friends, our own rooms.
ville and way landings at II a. m.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Marriage, actual marriage, docent about to begin, leaped from tier to story. It is founded on the following
r
Special excursion rate now in etHow to preserve health and beauty le
tier
of
the
rowded
seats
Into
the facts:
eater the question. We meet occasiontold In Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Med.
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
teal Adviser. It is free. For a paper
ally at ineels and at other people's arena. Sta ding before the glatilaGrand island, near the south shore
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
covered copy send Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buthouses; sometimes we go out together tors he cried to the eighty thousand of Lake Superior,
has been set aside
fslo, N. Y. 21 one-cent stamps to cove,
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
for
the
sake
of
appearance
beyond
s;
spectators, in a voice which rang lo its owners, the Cleveland
mailing only ; In cloth binding 31 stamps.
-Cliffs Book Milling, Hank Work, Leg,
that, nothing. If you take up my life through
Dr. Pierce's Pellets cure constipatioa.
all the arches of the vast Iron company, as a timber and game
and Lihrerv Work a sneriajtv
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
nobody in it will trouble you less than
building "Will you praise God by preserve, It is stocked with
deer,
Eve-I cau promise that." He laughshedding innocent brood?"
,RHEUMATISM.
The moose, elk, caribou, and other anied unsteadily.
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
Bone or Beek Palms. Swollen Joints
butchery did not stop that day, but mals. The shores of tne island,
Loder's face remained unmoved.
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, exan is
CCM ED
"Even granting that." he said, "the he who had attempted to stop it,was laud of 10,000 or 1-2,000 acres,
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
are
THROUGH THE BLOOD
D. A. Balky, Prop,
thing Is still Impossible."
run through by the sword of the for the most part perpendetul
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
ar, and
By Botanic Blood Balm (B. IL Bo
"Why?"
gladiators but not until he had giv- so high that they are inaccessible to
and
return, with or witaout meals
"There Is the house. The position en a
death blow to the cruel barba- anything but birds. Partheular pain,
and room. Good music and table unthere would be untenable. A man is
Newest
best
and
hotel
in
clt)
the
rism wheel had so long disgraced a were taken to fence in
surpassed .
low places so
known there as hJs kuowu in his
own club." He drew away from ChB- so-called Christian empire.
that the island would be wolf-tigat Rates $2-00, Two large sampli
For further information apply to
"His dream became a deed that woke lreett, a wolf got
rooms,
Bath rooms
cote's touch.
Blectrii S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
In—mysteriously.
the world,"
"Very possibly.
Vit:ey possibly."
"rou can do for me what no other man
The only teni rally locatte Given Fowler, City. Pees. Agent, at
Traps and poison proved useless. Fi- lignte
Chilcote laughed quickly and excitedly. For while the frantic rabble In half
In creation could do."
nally 20 expert hunters and trappers hotel in the city.
Fow ler-Crumbaugh & Co's. office.
"But what club is without its eccentric
amaze
hands. The man behind him undoubtand woodsmen front various parts of
Both phone- No. 33.
Commercial Pairings Selkite•
member? I am glad you spoke of that.
Stared at him dead, thro' all toe no- the Lake Superior shore
edly talked madness; but after five
contributed
I tutu glad you rallee that point. It
years of dreary saulty mudness had a
b:er hearts.
their combined skill to a great hunt
was a long time ago that I hit upon a
There is hope for the most hopeless
Against all reason it
Ase
case of Rheumatism if the sufferer will fascination.
rmmtatlen for moods as a shield far- In that vast oval ran a shudder of for the wolf-ea hunt that lasted nearstirred
and
roused him. For nue inpoly take Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. B.)
sham*.
ly a monta. Mr. Hurlbert's story is
It invigorates the blood, making it stant his pride and his auger faltered for other things, and the more useful
It has become the more I have let it The Baths, the Forum, gabbled of the story
pure and rich, mad destroying the acof the life of that wolf.
tive poison in the blood, which causes before it, then common sense flowed grow. I tell you yousuaight go down to
his death.
the awful symptoms of Rheumatism.
back again aud adjusted the balance.
the amuse tomorrow and spend the And preachers 'lingered
Leading Sympleass..—Bone pains, sci- "You propose," be said
o'er his dyslowly, "that whole day without
A BABA'
atica or shooting pains up and down
speaking to, even
Should be sunshine in the house, and
ing words.
the leg: Reding back or shoulder for it consideration of money I should
will
nodding
to.
he
if
a
single
you
give it White's Cream
man,
anti as long
blades, swollen joints or swollen mus- trade on the likeness between us
and as you were 1 to outward appearance Which would not die, but echoed on Verinifuge, the best worm medicine
cles; difficulty in moving around • so
s
offered
to,
suffering
become
your dummy, when you are
humanity. This
you have to use crutches; blood thin
to reach
no one would raise an eyebrow. In
remedy la becoming the permanent fixor skin pale; skin itches and -burns; otherwise engaged?'
the same way you might vote in my Honorius, till he heard them and de- ture of all households. A mother with
shifting pains; bad breath; sciatica,
ChIleote colored. "You are unpleaschildren can't get along without a botlumbago, gout, etc. Botanic Blood
place, ask a question, make a speech
creed
tle of White's Crewn Vermifuge in the
Balm (B. B. B.) will remove every antly blunt." he said.
If
wanted
you
to"-That Rome no more should wallow house.
Symptom, geeing quick relief from the
"But I have caugbt your meaning?"
Sold by all druggists.
first dose, and 13. B. B. sends a rich
At the word speech Leader turned Inin this old lust
"In the rough, yes,"
tingling flood of warm, rich, pure blood
voluntarily. For a fleeting secoud the
direct to the paralysed nerves, bones
Loder nodded curtly. "Then take
Of Paganism, and make her festal
coldness of his manner droved and
"If she considers him such a pitrand joints, giving wartnth and strength
hour
just where it is needed, and in this my advice and go.,honata't.iiis maid. law fitee-ehangetl.
ffron. wny won't she let him dance
way making a perfect, lasting cure of "You're unhinged."
D
ark
with the bloot of man who
Claileote. with his nervous quickness
Rheumatism in all its forms. B. B. B.
with any other girl?"
The other returned his glance, and
has made thousands of cures after
murdered man."
of perception, saw the alteration, and a
"She probably thinks he is too good
medicines or doctors have failed to aa their eyes met Loder was reluctant- new look crossed hl
s own face.
Another example of devoted and to
help or cure.
ly compelled tosadmit that, though the
be true,"—Judge.
"Why not?" he said quickly. "You ut
Weak. Inactive Kidneys—One of the
.
iseLfish service for his fellowmen
causes of Rheumatism is due to inac- face was disturbed, it had no traces once bad ambitions in that direction.
is, the heroic General Gordon. With
tive" kidneys and bladder. B. B. B. of insanity.
If our good intentions could only
Why,eaot renew the ambitions?"
strengthens weak kidneys and bladder, "I make you
mighty faith in God, wed a larger
a
a
proposal,"
ChlIcote
draining off all diseased matter and all
"And drop back from the mountains
be used for paving material In this
uric acid, so the urine flows freely and repeated nervously, but with distlect- into the gutter?"
Loder smiled and love for man he honored the - profes- world what a saving it would be for
naturally.
nese. "Do you accept?"
sion of soldier and statesman by the
slowly shook his head.
Botanic Blood Beim ill. IL B.) in
the teeleaYerfe
For ten instant Lotter 'was at If kiss
pleasant and safe to take. Thoroughly
-Better to live for one day than to higher qualities of t a Christ like
tested for 30 years. (*purposed of Pure to find a reply sufficiently final. Chit
exist
alrandred!
for
" Chileottee voice Christian. There was no motive of
Botanic Ingredients. Strengthens Weak
Stomach, cures Dyspepsia. Price al cote broke in upon the pause:
trembled with anxiety. For the third hope or
fear that could move him a
per large heath-, at drag stores or by
"After all," he urged. "what I ask of time he extended hits
hand and touched hair's
express prepaid. Sample free by writ- you Is a
bspadth
from the inexorable
simple
thingmerely
to carry the other.
ing Blood Rains
Atlanta. Da.
path of Fight. Surrounded by luxury,
In Paducah. Ky., by R. W. Walker &Sold through my routine duties for a week
This
time
Loder
did
shake
not
off
the
W. J. Gilbert, Lang Bros., they & List. or two occasionally when I
and my detaining hand. He scarcely seemed to he never partook of it. A visitor
Cain or write either stare.
endurance giving away, when a respite feel its pressure.
122-124 N.Fourth St.
once, come to dine with him, was
Phones 787
becomes essential. The work would
"Look here." Cbileote's fingers tight- surprised to find him only taking a
be nothing to a man in your state of ened. "A little while ago you talked
of little bread arid tea, and he excused
mind, the pay anything you like to influence. Herr you can step into a
name." In his eagerness,he bad fol- position built by influence. You might himself by saying: "It won't make
13rookport, Ill.
any difference in half an hour." Left
lowed Loder to the desk. "Won't you do all you oace hoped to do"Rates $1 a Day.
give me an answer? I told you I am
Everytkiag 0 K
Loder suddenly lifted his bead. "Ab- unsupported in the Soudan to die
art J. A. Uiclusat Preiggifeis
neither mad nor drunk."
swat!" he said. ^Abatirti! Such a scheme alone in the liege of Ktiartounm, his
Loder pushed bark the scattered pa- was never carried through."
one supreme concern to the last, was Gold Shell
Crown
- $3.50
pers that lay under his arm.
-Precisely why it will snceeed. Peo- tp administer to the men around him
Gold Fillings
"Only a lunatic would propose such ple never suspect until they have a
$1.00
up
and be true to God and his country.
NEW
a scheme," he said brusquely and orceedent. Will you consider it? At
Silver Fillings
75c
The
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tomb
the
of
this
without'feeling.
least consider it Remember, if there
Partial Plates
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"Vi'hy ?"
is a risk it is I who am running it. On noble and heroic man In St. Paula,
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All work guaranteed.
London,
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follows,
The
other's
"Who
at
lips
narted for a quick your own shoeing you have no position
the East Tennessee Telephone Cow.
retort; then In a surprising way the to jeopardize."
ail times and everywhere, gave his
pany today:
retort seemed to fail him. "Oh, beThe other laughed curtly.
strength to the weak, his substance
Cut this coupon out and bring
"Before I go tonight will you prowl's to the poor, his sympathy to the suf-2072—Rogero, A., Residence, 160•8 cause the thing isn't feasible. Isn't
it with you, it is worth $1.00.
practicable from anf point of view:"
consider
it?"
me
to
fering, and his heart to God." No
Broad street.
Chileote stepped closer. "Why?" he
Each person is limited to one
1569—Davis, Will, (Residence, 175 [misted.
—num you will tend we your decision wonder that Chinamen listened to
coupon for each job of plate or
Woodard avenue.
"Because It couldn't work, mitia-°- by wire tomorrow. I won't take your :him as if he were a messenger from
bridge, work only. Until after
another world. No wonder the Afri56 Cross, D. A., Residence, 707 couldn't hold for a (107C11 hours!"
answer now."
Apirl
t, '07,
Chileote put out his hand and -touch130tath Fourth.
Loder freed his arm abrUptly. "Why can tribes regarded him as a superis
ed
his
arm.
not?"
he
"But
asked.
or
wbyr
being.
William
he
urged.
Prince of Orange
1171—Geagan, R., Residence, 614
"Why? Give me one unanswerable
Chilcote addled nervously. "Because was a prises In name and in wealth,
Clay street.
reason."
I \nava' men and men's temptations. yet for Holland's sake he became
Loder shook off the hand and laugh- We are all very strong till the quick is poor
We hare In the erty over 3,0e0 sub.
and an outlaw. He feared God
DENTIST.
scribers or five times as many as the ed, but below his laugh lay a sugges- touched. Then we all wince. It's and loved the people, but not
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man,
one
tion
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with
the
other's
excitement.
Oath and Broadway.
Again
Independent company; outside the
the scene stirred him against his another. In each (lige ire only a mat- batteries of Alva and Philip. Falling
city and within the county we have
aounder judgment, though his reply ter of sooner or later." He laughed In at last by the hand or a hired assas63 times as many subscribers as the when it ea MP was sound enough.
his satirical, unstrung way and held sin, he exclaimed: "I commit
my
Independent company. Yet it will "As for reasoas,- he said, "there are out his band. "You have my eddreste" Poor people to Ood, and myself to
place a telephone in your residence a hundred. If I had time to name them. he said. "Au reroir."
God's great captain. Christ." Motley.
Loder pressed tbe hand and dropped
at the same rate the Independent corn Take it, for the sake of supposition,
the historian. says, "While he lived
"Goodbye'
It.
he
tneanIngly.
'mid
Then
pany is supposed to charge, and pro- that I were to accept your offer. I
he eroefeed the room quietly and held he wag the guiding star of a whole
vide in addition, long distance facili- should take my place In your house
tel us say at dinner time. Your the door open. alloodby." he said again brave nation, and when he died litties which will ehable you to react) at
tle children cried in the streets."
as the other passed him.
ITIM11 gets me into your -evening clothes,
fully fifty Million people from, your alai there
A certain poor widow in old JeruAs he crossed the threahold Chdeote
at the very start you have
home.
the first suspicion set up. He has patraed: "Au revolr," he corrected, salem at temple service threw two
probably known you for years, known with emphasis.
mites Into the treasury—it was her
Until the hurt echo of his visitor's all, but It immortalised her.
Call 300 for filmier information. volt 'Intl; every turn of your appearMary
ince. voice and warmer is far more steps bad died away boxier stood with
came with love and sacrifice and
familiar to him than It Is to you. his hand on the door. Then closing It
quietly he turned and looked around anointed Jesus for His burial and
There are no eyes like a servant's"
"I have thought of that My eery- the room. For Is coneldereble space he she lives In history. So all of earth's
AND
ant and my secretary can both be stood there as If weighing the merits of great personalities, have been taught
THE
changed. I will do the thing thor- emelt object. Then very slowly he mov- by their Master, Jesus Christ. who,
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By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,

STEAMER CLYDE
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Henry Mammen, j
laurtd ts Third at liestscty

NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL.

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

4

•

Cillauber's Stable.

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

[[I E PHONE 499

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

4

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.

Oak Dale Hotel

Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.

TO LET

Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.

atT138CRI8E811.

American-German National- Bank

Dr. King Brooks

227 Broadway

10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE

ON ALL GAS STOVES
After Present Stock is Sold

ALL STOVES IN STOCK

KILL,
.COUC
CURE

LUNC8

Dr.King's
New Discovery

Will be sold at 1906 prices until
March 1st

BUY NOW
THE

Paducah Light
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Power Co.
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tiii-m-for
abases are lkikrtimis the practices an which is the river
did exist hive been stopped, but the whenever a 'boat calne In froth a long
prejudice and condemnation contin- trip, that it was difficult for the Packues and will continue until the pres- ets to get labor to* handle the busiident makes an appeal for fair acid ness at she lower river points.
reasonable treatment. Such an ap- they all run by Paducah. like old
By Mr.A. A. Balt3l
ick was after them and do their
ey.
peal wolfs' clear the atmosphere and
restore confidence as nothing else business here after undoading at
Brookport, Metropolis or Joppa.
Attitude of Public Bringing can do."
On account of being forced to move from my present quartThe Buttorff came in last night
Natural Result
ers, 314 Broadway, White ec Sires, I will clop
from Nashville and followed the Chat
out my entire
tanoogaa example of going to Brook.
stock of millinery, millinery notions, fancy goods
, etc., within
port first and unloading here last.
the nett thirty days at great sacrifices. Sale comme
nces Feb. 4.
Vice President of New York Ceutral
The Buttorff left at noon for ClarksCost prices no consideratiou. New location will
Lines Tells About Slowing
be announced
ville. ,
later.
Down of Trade.
B. Berryman came in on the Chattanooga as pilot on this trip having
River Stages,
gone up to the roost from the posi•
Cale°
46.4 1.6 Laid tion of captain. Scarcity of pilots
GOOD ABUSED WITH THE BAD Chattanooga •
10.1 0.8 fall made the change necessary and
Capt.
Cincinnati
28:8 6.3 rse Agnew is In charge,
•
Ifevansville
29:0 7.6. *tall
The City 'of Memphis will he due
12.0 2.5 rise tomorrow morning from the Tennes
New York, Februars 4.-Some Florence
21.4 7.3 rise see river.
striking statements regarding the Johne-onville
Louisvillo
5.3 1.1 rise
present anti-corporation
Another packet will be added to
agitation
115.8 4.1 fail the local list with the departure
and the results that may grow out of Mt. Carmel
of
14.7 2.6 rise the John Hopkins -tomorrow for Rait were made in a letter publisnect Nash viIle
Both Phones 548. Curtai
Pittsb
urg
10.8 0.0 tan ansville. The-Hopkins will come
n 8:15.
today in Wall street from Vice Presup
from Mound City today:. Just 35
ident W. C. Brown of the New York Davis Mend Dam-Missing.
days off for a broken shaft.
Central railroad to a friend in Wash- St. Louie-Misaing
Mt. Vernon
ington, whose name is withheld.
The Joe Fowler arrived today from
36.3 0.0 fall
41.4 1.9 fall Evansville and left Immediately on
He says a feeling of distrust is Paducah
the return trip.
rapidly spreading and believes it is
BR.OADHURST 6 CURRIE
Nearly two feet fall was registered
The Reaper with a tow of empties
cesponsible for the slowing .down or
Offers the Clever Character Comedian
trade. He Rays he never owned a on the gauge this morning for the will arrive tomorrow on the way to
share of railroad stock. The most last 48 hours. From Saturday morn- Cabeyville after a tow of coal, which
pertinent paragrapas m the letter Mg to Sunday morning /he fall was she will carry back down to Memph
one foot and nine-tenths from Sun- and Vicksburg.
follow:
The Harvester left Pittsburg yes-The spirit of hostility against day morning until this morning. The
the railroads, which seemirke be pelt stage is 41.4. Around the wharf the terday for southern_2oints with a tow
by members of both parties and by told wind swept with especial bitter- of coal. The big tMt of the Sprague
the administration, whether real or nee; and the cold weather has slipped and Williams will arrive Wednesday
not, is rapidly creating a feeling of in to relieve the high water of its or Thursday.
In the New Musical Play Enti
tled
distrust and discrediting toe rail- Job of inconveniencing the river front
The Martha Hennen will get away
Indust
ries.
The
men
could
not
work for Cincinnati tomor
roads of lite country to such an exrow with a tow
tent as to make it diflicu:t at the at the dry docks this morning and of staves.
only
a
few
at
the
ways
on
accoun
t of
present time to "secure any money
The Monte Bauer came in yesterfor needed .improvements, and prom- tha cold.
day from she Cumberland river and
And a Supporting Company of Unus
For
the
ual Merit.
whole length of the Illinois with
ises to make It almost impossible to
the Scotia- will leave today for
40
in
the
cast and chorus. ComIdians, Dancers and Singer
Central tracks on First street, the
do so in the near future.
s. Pretthe same river after ties.
tiest buch of girls ever gathered In one production.
Catchy musical
"I believe the attacks on nearly mud which was a slush Saturday, has
numbers by charming singers. Funny tropic
The I. N. Hook is at Joppa trying
al songs and parodies by
every class of great corporate inter- frozen so hard that the tracks are to raise
a
sunke
n
barge
of
ties
hidden
NAT M. WILLS
which
,
and
men
with picks are at
ests In this country are commencing
work today digging the mud of the went down in a gale several, weeks
Prices: Entitle Orchestra, /LDS); Balcony, 50c, 75c and $1.00;
to bear their legitimate and inevitaGallery,
tracks
25c and 35e. Seats on sale Monday,
. No trains can be run on the ago. The Di:ford is lying up awaitble fruit, and already we can begin
ing a turn at the dry docks or ways,
ewitch
until the caked mud is re4/111111•1111•11.
to see a slowing down of wheels.
for repairs,
Within eignteen months from this moved. All the trestle is out of waRiver improvements could not
time the chill which the commerce 'of ter today.
mean more work for the ways and locomotives while using Chicago's led the elevation of 800 miles
With
rousin
a
g
big
trip
the
Dick
of
the country will have received will
dry docks here. Already both pants streets. Ten years ago Chicago de- steam railway tracks within her
bormake possible ,a snbstantial reduc- Fowler started back into the Cairo
cided
that
the
elevat
ion of all steam ders and has made the
h-ave Melr capacity engaged for
railroads pay
tion in the figures given by Mr. Hill tiade this morning. The freight bustflea was so heavy the boat was con- months ahead. More business on the railway tracks was the only means every cent of the $50,000,000 winch
of the railroads' necessities.
of
protec
ting
her
citizen
river
s from the It has cost.
. would mean either bigger or
siderably late in leaving.
•
"I do not wish to be understood
And the
The Chattanooga arrived Sunday more doeltlit an4 ways, probably both. deadly grade-crossings.
The work Is•not.half completed;
as justifying any wrongdoing on the
railroads are footing the
morning from Chattanooga and went
bast but the raihroads which at first opinert of, the railroads or other eorpoyear over 50,000 men were employed
down to Brookport without stopping
Posed track .elevation are now conMaking a City's Streets Safe.'"
!rations, but, while the offenses have
in the work of elevating toe tracks, vinced
here.. Aft, attending to business
of its advantages, and they
The
been local and occasionari the conrailroads of the country are and it cost
the railroads about 85,- are beginning to regard
it was welt
demnation has bean universal and there the Ohattanocrga returned and ts mai:. the ,:rcuts of
c.,i, Fate, 800,000.
is receiving a return- 'flap today, with trays
worth the millions of
liars it is
,indiscriminate. Waite I believe such
Rutledge Rutherford in TechniChicag
o is not -the ooly city which costing. Some roads
expeotatiens of getting away this afar farsighted
cal world Magazine for January. On is
having her steam railway tracks enough to
ternoon or tonftht.
go greatly beyond the
an average five hundred people
a elevated. But Chicago is toe only city's requirements
It got to rbesevich a regular thing
, and are building
year are run over by passing trains
, city making the railroads pay for the most efficie
for the rouster* to "go up the hill"
nt roadbeds to add to their
or are Injured in collisions with steam
job. Chicago has already accomplish termin
al and switching facilities.
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REMOVAL SALE

RIVER .NEWS
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MRS. A. A BALSLEY.
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"The Happy Tramp"

Five Hundred Fancy Worstedr
Cassimere and
Cheviot Suits, Formerly $15, $18,
$20, $22.50
and $25, in this Sale for

•

$5

98

We have started a Special Suit
Sale, In connection
with our regular Clearance sale, and
we are offeting some
unapproachable bargains for $5 08. WO
fancy Worsted,
Cassimere and Cheviot Suite that former
ly sold for from
815 to $25, single and double breast
ed, this year's styles,
will be sold at $5.98, because the mild
weather has left us
with larger stocks than usual
and we want to get our
money out of the M. Spring goods are
coming in, too, and
we need the space they are occupy
ing.
Unparalelled reductions in all depart
4.0
ments, niake a
visit to our store-well worth your
while.

A Lucky Dog

1

•

KEEByP WARM
burning our

COAL
PITTSBURfi AND
Lump 15c Per Bu.

TRADEWATER
Nut 14c Per Bu.

Good service and prompt delivery.
SCEN-le-titt--4*TITE St/U*1.XL WHIRL."

111104111110011000,
144104014100 rent-of It
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al aTUCKI TIEtioltItt)H' NIGHT
.

ha b alien the work now in progeas Dow
Is completed.
, Sixteen hundred miles
of railroad
tracks in
la something rathBrox-:-:4eci.x.--.-:-..:•epligeow.-144# or diffirtiltonetoclty
eo• wiK,
Their Own Way.
comprehend witnout
"Some
women
," said Uncle Ebert.
compar
isons. Sixteen hundred miles
The railroads of tile country are
according to a writer in the Washspending $100,000,000 to make the j ot' right of way is nearly enough to
ington Star "not einly wants deir own
streets of C-hieergo safe, nays iftut-1 build two elevated railroads from
way, but day wants de privilege of
ledge Rutherford In the Technical i Chleagerto Philadelphia.
blamin' detr husbands foh lettin' dem
Word. On an average :AO people .. 11 is more- than enoug
h to 'build a have it if it don't turn out right.
a year are run over or Injured in col- single- line from Chicago
to Boston.
nylons with steam locomotives whiler
o to Galveston. or to Santa Fe, N,
"What have you got in the shape
M. or to Jacksonville. Fla., or to
using Chicago's steets.
of
cucumbers tnis morning?" asked
Deliver. Rr even to Salt Lake City.
Ten years ago Chicago decided
the customer of the new
grocery
entirel
This
y ladependent of any lines
that the elevation of all steam railoperated by electricity or by an clerk.
way tracks was tne on:y means ot
"Nothing but bananas, ma'am."
power other loan steam-. ,
Protecting her citizens from the deal.
Everybody's Magazine.
:
Except
ing
the lowered and walledly grade craesing. Now the railroads
In track's of the Illinois Central
are footing the bill.
The secret of success furnishes
• along the Lake fron,t,
where there much food for gossip.
'Last year more than :',0,000 were
are no street crossings, every mile of
She who Belies for a husband solemployed in the work of elevating this
trackage Will have been elevated dom ratch:A
t one wo:th while
the tracks, and it cost the railroads gramigre
about $5,800,4400. Chicago is res
the only city withal) Is _having it.
steam railway tracks elevated. I.
Chicago is the only city which
niaking the ratIrpads pay for the jo,
,COAL

$''",""",""" 'A 111
'
11

_ Office and Elevator Second and
Ohio Sts.
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GRADE CittesSINGS
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Chicago has already aceomplisli
tbs elevation of aa4-nlitea ofr St( u,,
relliway tracks within 'her her&
sad kit/ =SO tae railroads pay eye,

Both Phones 254

West Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporeattaci

C. M. Riker, Manager.
a
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